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We are not students of some subject matter, but students of problems. And problems may cut right across the borders of any subject matter or discipline.

— Sir Karl R. Popper, philosopher of science

What do avian influenza, obesity, breast cancer and SARS have in common? They are all major and complex Canadian public-health issues that require significant effort on the part of multiple health-science disciplines. Their characteristics and contributing factors are not bound by any disciplinary borders. In the face of these issues and others like them, health researchers and practitioners alike can and must draw on expertise and experience from across health science disciplines, and even disciplines based outside of health.

As obvious as this seems, the mechanics and practicalities of an interdisciplinary approach are rarely compatible with the traditional structures of scientific enquiry that still reign within our universities, academic health care settings and research agencies at all levels. There has been much focus in recent years on developing an interdisciplinary research environment, most notably through the advent of the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR). Yet, in most academic contexts, the fundamental building blocks of the research establishment — training, funding, administration of grants, peer review, publishing and professional recognition — have been slow to shift to include interdisciplinary enquiry, despite the innovative and laudable architecture of research that has been the very foundation of the CIHR since its inception in 2000.

We conclude by suggesting a number of research questions for a more rigorous assessment of the climate for IDHR in Canada. We call for an inventory and comparative analysis of academic centres, institutes and consortiums in Canada that strive to facilitate IDHR; an examination of the impact of professional organizations on health research, and on IDHR in particular; and a systematic review of research training opportunities that promote IDHR, with a view to identifying and replicating proven models.
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This article is the product of multiple intensive roundtable discussions among national leaders of the 6 health sciences disciplines during the fall of 2004 and spring of 2005 (unpublished report, 2005*). Brought together by the newly formed Canadian Academy of Health Sciences (CAHS) to develop a framework for assessing Canadian interdisciplinary health research (IDHR) that would stimulate policy dialogue, the authors were selected because of their outstanding research credentials and experience in IDHR. The topic was chosen specifically to explore the potential for collaboration between the 6 disciplines and to highlight Canada’s unique opportunities for this kind of research. In addition to representing the 6 health-science disciplines, the authors are broadly based geographically, represent a range of ages and are well-balanced by sex.

In what follows, we argue that although much progress has been made in support of IDHR in Canada, the practical experience of researchers does not always bear that out. We examine 3 key sectors for IDHR in Canada — government, industry and academia — to identify the cultural and structural characteristics that demand, promote or prevent IDHR in each. From a perspective of academic research, we ask: How can universities best support and enhance IDHR, not only for the benefit of science, but also to meet the growing human resource and expertise needs of government and industry? The analysis presented here is drawn from our own experiences combined with focused, thoughtful reflection. It is not intended to offer rigorous data on the current state of IDHR in Canada. Rather, we conclude by proposing a number of possible paths that such an analysis might take.

Although there has been a great deal of discussion in recent academic and education literature on interprofessional education and practice, these types of collaboration are beyond the scope of this article. In the United States, the Institute of Medicine recently published a very thoughtful book about interdisciplinary work in science in general.2 We focus instead on the research endeavour, and specifically on interdisciplinary research in the health sciences (i.e., IDHR). For the purposes of this discussion, we understand interdisciplinary research to mean collaboration between the predominant health sciences disciplines; however, it need not be limited to these. Indeed, other disciplines such as psychology, epidemiology, ethics and other social and “bench” sciences may well be considered for fruitful collaboration. In addition, the fields of law, business, education, economics and political science undoubtedly have much to offer interdisciplinary research in the health sciences in Canada.

Definitions

The problem of defining interdisciplinary research is the first step in understanding how best to turn it into common practice within the academic health sciences. The literature offers several terms that are often, erroneously, used interchangeably: interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, interprofessional, cross-disciplinary and transdisciplinary.

Marts’ referred to an Institute of Medicine (IOM) report when she described interdisciplinary research as “a cooperative effort by a team of investigators, each expert in the use of different methods and concepts, who have joined in an organized program to attack a challenging problem” (p. 502). Transdisciplinary was referred to in the IOM report as “the development of a common conceptual framework that bridges the relevant disciplines and that can serve as the basis for generating new research questions directly related to the defined problems” (p. 503).3 Stokols and colleagues’ used Rosenfield’s work to justify the identification of the term transdisciplinary as a process that involves shared concepts, as well as integration and extension of discipline-specific theories, to address common research issues. Stokols and colleagues’ have contrasted this with multidisciplinary research, in which independent or sequential research is said to be focused on a common problem, and interdisciplinary research, in which greater sharing occurs among participants anchored in their respective disciplinary perspectives but which, in the view of Stokols’ group, “... stops short of achieving novel and integrative conceptual models” (p. 204).

We agree with Stokols and colleagues that the complexity of collaborative activity requires a high degree of confidence in disciplinary knowledge and practice; nevertheless, we argue that integration is, in fact, part of the key to this type of work. By its very essence, interdisciplinary scholarship requires the deconstruction of knowledge and identity, which is then reconfigured into new forms of knowledge and action. Researchers working in interdisciplinary realms must demonstrate the ability to move between interdisciplinary and disciplinary scholarship. This ensures that they do not lose sight of the disciplinary strengths they bring to their interdisciplinary work.

Of course these definitions may be quite different in the current Canadian context of health sciences research, as evidenced by the structure of CIHR strategic grants, existing university-based research centres and the research practices commonly found in industry and government. We recognize that defining IDHR for Canadians will require ongoing discussion, and suggest the following thoughts to start: IDHR may be seen as “a team of researchers, solidly grounded in their respective disciplines, that come together around an important and challenging health issue, the research question for which is determined by a shared understanding in an interactive and iterative process” (unpublished report, 2005*).

In addition, we suggest that, by its very nature, IDHR is directly linked to “translational” research, or what the Association of Professors of Medicine has defined as “… the application of basic scientific discoveries into clinically germane findings, and simultaneously, the generation of scientific questions based on clinical observations.”4

Promoting interdisciplinary health research

The issue of how to promote IDHR on campuses across Canada is not new. In fact, the growing interdisciplinary
commitment of government-supported research funding institutions in Canada is readily apparent, most notably through the mandate of the CIHR. Created in 2000 to replace the Medical Research Council (MRC) of Canada and subsequently expanded to accommodate the National Health Research and Development Program (NHRDP) transferred to it by Health Canada, CIHR is a testament to this direction. In the few short years since its inception, CIHR has created synergy by combining the biomedical focus of the MRC with the health systems and population health focus of NHRDP. As then–Health Minister Allan Rock stated, the CIHR will help to integrate health-research activity by fostering linkages and breaking down barriers that have existed among the different fields of health research: biomedical research, clinical research, research respecting health systems, health services, the health of populations, societal and cultural dimensions of health and environmental influences on health. This new approach will create a vibrant environment that will recognize the importance of collaborative research for improving the health and well-being of Canadians and for building a high-quality health system.

Through its way of functioning, CIHR has perhaps achieved its greatest contribution to the promotion of interdisciplinary research in the health sciences. Structurally, CIHR demands interdisciplinary collaboration with its mandate of taking research “from bench to bedside.” In so doing, the organization crosses 4 pillars (biomedical, clinical, health systems and services, and population and public health) and offers 13 research themes: aboriginal peoples’ health; cancer research; circulatory and respiratory research; gender and health; genetics; health services and policy research; aging; human development and child and youth health; infection and immunity; musculoskeletal health and arthritis; neurosciences, mental health and addiction; nutrition, metabolism and diabetes; and population and public health. In addition to encouraging and supporting individual IDHR projects that link the disciplines within biomedical science, medicine and other health science disciplines, CIHR has actively advanced the IDHR agenda by designating funds for cutting-edge initiatives such as the Strategic Training grants for interdisciplinary training programs, the New Emerging Team grants and the Interdisciplinary Capacity Enhancement Grants.

With 30% of its research funding reserved for strategic initiatives and 70% for investigator-driven research, between the fiscal years of 1999/2000 and 2003/04, CIHR achieved a considerable shift toward translational research and the funding of researchers other than bench scientists and physicians, thereby promoting IDHR. Funding over the same period for population-health and health-services research grew proportionally more quickly (by about 18% and 45%, respectively) than that for clinical (~5%) and biomedical research (~4%).

In addition, one of the most important innovations of CIHR increasingly has been to promote and foster strategic partnerships with government and the private sector. These unprecedented partnerships, which were unheard of in the antecedent Medical Research Council, testify to CIHR’s foresight and innovation. Indeed, overlap is inevitable between CIHR’s academic projects and areas of interest and the activities of researchers in government ministries such as Health Canada, Indian and Northern Affairs, Industry Canada and a multitude of other science-based departments and agencies.

The innovative funding structure of CIHR is complemented by provincial funding bodies such as the Michael Smith Foundation for Health Research (MSFHR) in British Columbia, the Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical Research and the Fonds de recherche en santé du Québec (FRSQ). These organizations promote research collaborations through their innovatively structured grants. The MSFHR, for instance, has recently launched 8 population-based health research networks focusing on priority populations in BC, each with a mandate to build critical mass through the development of provincial, national and international linkages among researchers and policy makers.

Driven by complex health issues, the structure of these networks is echoed in industry. Here too, the clear trend is toward IDHR networks that transcend organizational barriers, with industry, government and university scientists involved in joint ventures that target specific problems. Canada’s Networks of Centres of Excellence and organizations such as Genome Canada are just 2 examples. Such endeavours typically target translational research and often include support from not-for-profit corporations.

These efforts are aided by government incentives that provide tax credits for research and development, as well as by technology such as the Canadian Network for the Advance ment of Research, Industry and Education (CANARIE), which facilitates transfer of information. Government support of infrastructure and personnel through the Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI) also facilitates IDHR. These interdisciplinary and intersectoral collaborations arise from a risk-sharing perspective. They allow the participants to explore areas that they might not pursue otherwise.

For all of the innovation and active promotion of novel collaborations at the macro level, however, it can hardly be said that IDHR has been normalized on the campuses of Canadian universities and other academic medical institutions. Nor can it be said that academia is keeping pace with the management and administrative procedures required to meet the interdisciplinary knowledge needs of government and industry. Yet Canada remains a highly respected leader in health research and a prized destination for many world-class scientists. Information technology that links researchers and databases across the country, combined with a socialized medical system and an enlightened research policy and funding environment, set Canada apart. The challenge now is to maintain and enhance this global position by reflecting on some critical questions.

How can the Canadian academic health-research establishment adapt, not only to seize interdisciplinary opportunities to advance science, but also to provide the intellectual capital so sought by industry and government? In short, how can universities train, nurture and promote a new kind of re-
searcher whose skills and competencies are fully recognized in all research sectors?

What should universities know about the research culture of government and industry?

In recent years, Canada has experienced an explosion of growth and opportunity in the life-sciences sector of the economy. The major universities, through university–industry liaison offices (UILOs), have been active players in this expansion, fostering and promoting spin-off companies and taking a leadership role in ensuring intellectual-property protection for promising new products and technologies.

In a similar way, by promoting translational research that has direct application to either product or policy development, universities are building important links to government. Academic researchers who devote some of their time to national councils, governing bodies, expert panels and the like are active translators of research in the service of the public. Despite their efforts to build relationships with both the public and the private sectors, however, how well do universities actually train researchers to work with (or in) these contexts? Do graduates adequately understand the motivations, demands, constraints and customs of government or industry? Are they confident in a team research environment and conversant with multiple approaches to a research question? Can they perform under rigorous time constraints and maintain communication with team members and stakeholders? Equipping graduates with the skills and competencies of IDHR would go a long way toward helping prepare them for the “culture shock” of industrial and government research collaborations.

More than their university counterparts, researchers based in governments and industry are bound by the concept of return on investment. Public- and private-sector researchers are compelled to observe strict milestones and work to dictated timelines. In addition, the goal-oriented research of these sectors requires clear tasks and expected outcomes. In contrast, university researchers respond to various criteria not often faced in industry or government, such as teaching responsibilities, graduate student supervision, thesis committee membership and the academic code of “publish or perish.”

For industry-based research, profit is the primary goal. Consequently, projects tend to be tightly focused and highly efficient. A top-down approach allows managers to assemble teams of consulting researchers for single projects with clearly defined outcomes. Not bound by any disciplinary tradition, industry benefits from the flexibility to recruit whoever might be needed to get the job done.

Unlike industry, government has a mandate for public service. Canada’s Science and Technology Partnerships program (www.infoexport.gc.ca/science/partnerships-en.htm) identifies four roles for government in science and technology: funder, facilitator, performer and regulator. Because of these roles, government departments are often cautious about the possibilities of perceived or real conflicts of interest between the performance or application of research and its regulation. For instance, it may be difficult for a government department to obtain information or samples from individuals or private organizations that fear potential repercussions arising from a regulatory role related to findings by the department during the conduct of the research.

In government, the motivations, questions and operating procedures of its research are often very different from those in industry. Researchers must demonstrate that their topic is of significant public concern and must be diligently transparent in all research activities. Like those in industry, however, government laboratories tend not to be organized according to strict scientific disciplines and are poised to undertake interdisciplinary research by themselves or in collaboration with universities and/or industry. The values of interdisciplinary research and of teamwork are emphasized and researchers often work in teams assembled to tackle complex problems. There is an emphasis on short-term objectives, but the expected result is not always a product or service. In some projects, the goal directly addresses a concern in the health care system; in others, the goal is to provide information that will eventually contribute to policy development.

There are many cooperative research activities that involve both industry and government; several include universities, as well. In these cases the interests of the various groups are usually shaped by the specific requirements of a funding organization, but the cultural differences between the sectors are likely to persist.

Interestingly, as the frequency and scope of collaborations among industry, government and universities increase, we are seeing a merging of cultures in interdisciplinary research in all areas, including the health sciences. That said, there still is a paucity of literature on the processes, values, interests and culture that influence interdisciplinary research in industry and government in Canada and other countries. As Canada positions itself to attract international research funds, an understanding of the tax and regulatory environment, as well as the advantages of the Canadian health care system for IDHR, need also to be defined in order to be globally competitive.

Does academic culture help or hinder interdisciplinary possibilities?

The outcome-oriented, time-constrained and multi-investor, multiple-stakeholder research that is characteristic of the government and industrial sectors appears not to share a fundamental motivator with the academic sector; that is, the understanding that research is essentially knowledge production, systematically pursued, which advances science best when solutions to earlier questions lead to additional questions. To many university-based practitioners, research is an inherently iterative and evolutionary process that is generally not specifically directed toward eventual goals or outcomes (although the need to publish and gain recognition for career advancement may be considered a goal).

Indeed, although goal-oriented research lends itself easily
to interdisciplinary solutions, postsecondary academic institutions are not traditionally configured to approach research in this way. So, are they equipped to produce researchers who are able to take advantage of innovative solutions and perform in a variety of research and knowledge-translation contexts? Through innovative structures such as research centres and institutes, and through mechanisms such as faculty cross-appointments and joint degrees, Canadian universities and provincial and federal funding agencies have made a great deal of progress in facilitating IDHR. Indeed, the ability to compare and test these models across provinces is one of Canada’s great advantages. However, just as Birnbaum argued 25 years ago, the discipline-bound structure of most Canadian universities implies that what is valued within academic culture is the independent scholar from a singular discipline. Today, the persistence of long-held academic traditions and administrative processes make sustainable interdisciplinary training and research a still-distant goal.

Historically, the challenges are based in numerous structural, cultural and organizational features of the university environment. As the primary centre for knowledge creation, it is organized physically and conceptually around specific knowledge content areas such as the sciences and humanities. Consequently, the medical sciences departments of biochemistry and anatomy are housed in buildings often at one end of campus, while social scientists (e.g., psychologists and sociologists) and ethicists (from the philosophy department) are located at another. Even university libraries are arranged to support distinct disciplinary identities. Within each separate and often isolated location, a distinctive culture flourishes, steeped in its own symbolic generalizations, language, models, principles and, thus, pathways to knowledge creation.

These foundational elements allow for cohesion within a discipline via a common language, the identification and framing of research questions, and the establishment of standards for evidence. In this way, the identity of the discipline is formed and maintained. Other academic organizational structures reinforce this identity through control of resource allocation (e.g., faculty positions, budgets, space allocation), curricula and criteria for granting degrees.

Players outside academia also contribute to the entrenchment in the research establishment of disciplinary identity. Among these players are the granting agencies that set and fund the national research agenda, which maintain boundaries by constraining the selection process within tightly defined review panels. Other external influences are the available venues for publication of research results, where editorial boards consist of discipline-bound experts and members of professional societies. As Giacomini stated, “Disciplinary cultures shape members’ identities, relationships and even the knowledge that is created by determining what counts as work and even whose work counts.”

In the academic health sciences, disciplinary identity is further cemented (not to mention, complicated) by the multiple roles of participants as educators, researchers and professional practitioners, who are governed by diverse professional bodies. Health sciences departments in Universities often serve 3 masters: the university, with its academic standards and cultural values; the professional colleges that accredit academic programs, and the associations that govern continuing education and recognize research according to their standards and values; and the hospitals and other health care institutions, where separate departments, programs and hierarchies are entrenched. Although it is hoped that these 3 streams coincide, they are not always complementary and in fact may compete and thereby undermine any attempts at interdisciplinary collaboration. This can happen when professional scopes of practice are confused with knowledge-based disciplinary boundaries, or when the hierarchy of the health care team is imposed on the research team. The organizational structures inherent in a university may create challenges for IDHR; so, too, may the policies

A summary of potential measures to support IDHR

Resource provision

Academic institutions

- Make workload adjustments to allow time for IDHR
- Provide physical space for meetings and collaboration
- Provide administrative support: coordinators, librarians

Funding agencies

- Enhance innovative RFPs and seed money
- Collaborate with government and industry on studentships
- With universities, devise ways to credit non-investigator-initiated research

Recognition and reward

- Include members with IDHR experience on peer-review, hiring and promotion committees
- Candidates to include statement of contribution to collaborative work and letters of support from coinvestigators or PDF supervisor
- Consider the number of publications in journals from more than 1 discipline, and develop other quantifiable criteria
- Support the Common CV Network process by NAPHRO
- Incentives: merit-based awards for IDHR

Training

- Consider the contribution of interprofessional education to IDHR
- From undergraduate to postdoctoral levels, promote problem-based methods
- Develop interdisciplinary curriculum in collaboration with funding agencies
- Strengthen novel training schemes: clinician-scientist and co-op studentships in government or industry

Professional organizations

- Promote IDHR among the professions
- Reconsider and amend curriculum, governance and licensing structures that entrench boundaries
- Revisit and adapt policies that discourage publication in journals outside the “home” discipline

Note: IDHR = interdisciplinary health research, RFPs = requests for proposals, PDF = Postdoctoral Fellowship, CV = curriculum vitae, NAPHRO = National Alliance of Provincial Health Research Organizations.
Outside the university itself, the structures that constitute the research establishment (among them granting agencies, publications and professional organizations) tend to reinforce boundaries that resonate more with traditional university-based research than with research in the other sectors, namely, government and industry. For instance, research granting agencies that insist on a single principal investigator can unintentionally undermine IDHR researchers’ commitment to collaboration. Similarly, most refereed journals require that authors be listed in order of decreasing contribution to the endeavour; however, IDHR teams produce manuscripts that are evidence of their unified work. The ordering of authorship contravenes the tenets of interdisciplinarity. Additionally, recognition within professional societies requires that members publish in journals within their discipline, which further inhibits collaboration.

With the usual criteria for funding, publishing, appointment, tenure and promotion based on the notion of individual scholarship, it is unsurprising that it is more often the well-established senior researchers who are likely to explore new directions across disciplines. Ironically, their new interests may come at a time in their careers when work habits are also well established. The interpersonal practices, common language and shared vision required for IDHR may therefore be more difficult for such researchers to adopt. Ideally, these competencies would be instilled very early in a graduate student’s career, not only serving IDHR but also leading eventually to career options in other research sectors.

This said, the current culture and practices of the university can influence students’ ability and willingness to engage in IDHR, which are often relatively invisible on campus. Students are generally admitted to programs within a single discipline; the opportunity to work as a team member in an IDHR project most often occurs by happenstance. The need to identify research mentors with complementary strengths and interests is often a challenge for students. Instead, the more common approach is that a supervisor’s research generally provides the foundation for the student’s graduate work, consequently entrenching students in their supervisors’ discipline and further reinforcing boundaries. Furthermore, students must first consider whether the inclusion of IDHR in a graduate thesis is even acceptable to the university or to the discipline.

Although the format for graduate research training has remained largely traditional, its potential to effect the cultural shift toward IDHR is very great. New researchers with a solid disciplinary foundation and the skills and competencies to engage beyond their discipline represent the vanguard in health sciences research and form the cadre that will be best able to serve science, industry and the public. Research training therefore offers important opportunities to engage the “best and brightest,” who might not otherwise find the right fit for their research interests.

In the academic health sciences, the explosion of interest in and recent federal commitments to interprofessional education raise the question of whether such collaboration can also inform future directions for interdisciplinary research.
and research training. In systematic reviews, Cooper and Freeth and their respective coauthors have shown that interprofessional learning resulted in positive changes in knowledge, skills, attitudes and beliefs of the students; however, no effects were noted on professional practice behaviour, nor was any mention made of the effects of promotion of collaborative research. Although only a small percentage of health professional students will pursue research careers, interprofessional training seems a promising direction to pursue, given that it likely promotes the collaborative competencies essential for interdisciplinary research as well.

Another promising trend in training is support for clinician–scientists: “researchers who have a health-science professional degree along with research training at the master’s or doctoral level, and who perform health-science research of any type as a core professional activity.” Clinician–scientists face unique challenges such as poor bridges between training and faculty positions and insufficient mentoring for research itself, not to mention research that crosses disciplinary boundaries.

Despite these promising opportunities, the extent to which pedagogical approaches reinforce interdisciplinary interaction and problem solving needs to be examined across the spectrum of education, from undergraduate to postgraduate training and continuing education. Problem-based or case-study methods promote models that integrate the disciplines and facilitate broad-based discussions among students in professional schools across Canada. Applying similar methods to graduate research training may also hold some promise.

In the health professions, however, there is ongoing and competing demand for curricular content; new approaches that involve interdisciplinary activities may be regarded as a “luxury.” McCarthy acknowledges that most in academia and industry appreciate the value of individuals with interdisciplinary training but do not know at what stage interdisciplinary training should start. Are innovative postdoctoral fellowships coming too late in a researcher’s training, to make a real difference? Could undergraduates be exposed to joint courses or external mentors while they remain in their disciplinary degree program? Should an IDHR culture be built-in from the start, beginning with an overhaul of the graduate admissions process, which currently privileges students based on academic grades in standard curricula? These are just some of the curricular questions to consider, in the attempt to build a culture for IDHR.

It has been said that singular value placed on disciplinary scientific knowledge produces students that lack a broad base of knowledge and skills. As noted by Ares, the focus on a “major” in undergraduate education “begins the process of disciplinary allegiance.” He suggests that a shift occur so that the declaration of a major can be viewed as exploration of an area of interest rather than as a lifelong commitment to a specific discipline. In recent years, the number of interdisciplinary undergraduate programs has increased in Canada. If any gains from this shift are to be maintained, the structure of postgraduate and research training and academic career advancement must follow suit.

Discussion: How can Canadian academia better accommodate and embrace IDHR?

After at least 2 decades of experience in building interdisciplinary initiatives to complement strong and solid disciplines in many of Canada’s universities, it is an opportune moment for us to comment on what seems to be working and where the continuing challenges lie. We therefore offer some brief observations on the measures that stand to make the most immediate difference in strengthening IDHR in Canadian universities, but also note that the members of the assessment committee are all university-based and cannot really speak for industry and government. These preliminary recommendations can be roughly grouped as follows: resourcing, recognizing and rewarding, and training for IDHR.

By now it is clear that IDHR requires a considerable investment in researcher time, physical space and financial resources. Adequately resourcing IDHR is the combined responsibility of universities and granting agencies. Sufficient funding is needed to allow for the regular and frequent research-team meetings so integral to the success of IDHR projects. The support of institutional administrators to meet the need for time, workload adjustment and space for researchers who conduct IDHR is vital. In addition, novel administrative and research supports are helpful. These could include positions such as team coordinators, and librarians with expert search skills across disciplinary databases.

With respect to granting agencies, much progress has already been made in IDHR support. CIHR, among others, is beginning to offer innovative requests for proposals that take into account the exigencies of team-based interdisciplinary work, including the need for early seed money. To complement this progress and to promote intersectoral collaboration, research funding agencies could collaborate with industry to create industrial research studentships at all levels of training. Universities could also explore with funding agencies ways in which university-based researchers can receive credit for research dollars in non–investigator-initiated projects, such as partnerships with industry or government.

In addition to considerations for resourcing IDHR, the process by which institutions and professional organizations assess and recognize IDHR is often inadequate or even counterproductive. The peer-review process for IDHR researchers and programs alike should include researchers with expertise in IDHR methodologies. Interdisciplinary research can be assessed by criteria such as the number of publications generated that involve more than 1 discipline. In fact, the Common CV Network process (www.commoncv.net) being developed under the auspices of the National Alliance of Provincial Health Research Organizations (NAPHRO) provides a perfect opportunity to include such criteria.

To hiring and promotion committees, candidates should provide a clear statement of their contributions to all publications and presentations, including statements from coinvestigators on peer-reviewed grants that document their individual input. Similarly, letters from postdoctoral supervisors should clearly identify disciplinary strengths and benefits, not
only to a department but also to the wider university, with respect to the potential to complement and engage with other programs. Other indicators to consider are candidates’ involvement in IDHR training activities, their awareness and understanding of the knowledge and practices from disciplines other than their own, and their readiness to engage in research that crosses these boundaries. There is a need to develop quantifiable criteria to determine IDHR success; but, meanwhile, institutions should provide incentives for hiring proven team players.

Further incentives to engage in IDHR could include yearly financial awards for merit that are unrelated to base salary, as well as guidelines which clearly indicate that interdisciplinary research will receive special consideration for these awards. Universities could also create specific prizes and grants to reward those working in interdisciplinary research. An example is UBC’s Peter Wall Institute for Advanced Studies, which funds interdisciplinary workshops, interdisciplinary grants and a resident scholar program.

Finally, if academia is serious about supporting IDHR, it is important to begin with the most fundamental academic activity: teaching, including research training. In the health sciences specifically, models of interprofessional education should be promoted and rigorously examined as a way to enhance communication and sharing of research cultures and perspectives across professions. Training and education should incorporate pedagogical strategies that promote interdisciplinary problem-solving and the development of group processes and collaboration skills from the undergraduate through the postdoctoral levels. For faculty already engaged in research, universities should develop short-term professional development courses that focus on the skills and interactions that facilitate IDHR. These could be offered in collaboration with major research-funding agencies. There is also a need for assessment, if academia is to meet the needs of industry and government for interdisciplinary researchers. Those needs should be defined by those sectors, then addressed in training programs and work–study experiences that strengthen novel training schemes such as clinician-scientist training programs and the provision of meaningful studentship and postdoctoral support in collaboration with government or industry.

All of these recommendations and initiatives would be wasted, however, if professional colleges and societies do not take steps to recognize and encourage IDHR within the professions. Currently, governance of curriculum and licensing maintain strict disciplinary boundaries through the professional colleges, and professional societies actively discourage publication in anything but discipline-bound journals. These traditions may help create the solid disciplinary foundation so important to the professions, but they effectively prevent meaningful collaboration among disciplines. (Ironically, it is this strong disciplinary foundation that allows for the most fruitful IDHR to take place.)

Canada is internationally renowned for innovation, cooperation and consensus, characteristics that position our country well to show leadership in the adoption of measures that foster the pursuit of IDHR. Canadians are already leaders in the use of information technology to meet the challenges posed by our vast geography, a feat that facilitates national and international research collaborations. Canada is also credited for its leading role in advancing the theory and practice of health promotion. The Ottawa Charter is widely regarded as one of the most influential statements on health, for its inclusion of the broader social determinants. It has profoundly affected the approach of health care practitioners as well as researchers, not to mention the impact it has had on the spirit and intent of many public granting agencies. Canada therefore is undoubtedly well positioned to be a global leader in interdisciplinary and translational research in the health sciences. The question is, are our universities ready to get us there?

**Conclusion: Where do we go from here?**

The intention of this article has been to provide some reflections on the current culture of health research in Canada and the climate for interdisciplinary initiatives. We have argued that despite laudable efforts to fund and structure IDHR, the culture and processes of most Canadian universities and academic health care institutions maintain the traditional discipline-bound frameworks. This argument is based on our years of combined professional experience conducting and promoting IDHR in Canadian academic settings. What is needed now is a true analysis of the state of IDHR, through systematic and rigorous collection of data on programs and policies across Canada. We therefore conclude our discussion with some thoughts on the direction that such an analysis might take.

First, there needs to be an inventory of academic centres, institutes and consortiums that strive to facilitate IDHR. This inventory should include metrics such as the number of funded projects and collaborating researchers, along with qualitative data such as the disciplines represented and the governance and administrative structures of the entities. Comparative data could show how each model deals with hiring, promotion and awards, as well as the university policies and procedures that either facilitate or impede its operation.

A second branch of the research could examine the impact of professional organizations on health research in general and IDHR in particular. How do colleges and societies promote their members and acknowledge achievement in research? What rules govern the type of research that is recognized and suitable for publication?

Third, a systematic review of research training opportunities would be very useful in identification (and eventually replication) of models that work. Who is doing what to train new researchers in IDHR? What programs exist, and at what level of training are they aimed? If the general focus is on postdoctoral/postlicensure research trainees, is the training meeting its interdisciplinary goals? What is the optimal career stage to introduce interdisciplinary thinking and practice in research? What are the typical research needs, and how can these be met by IDHR teams? Will there be a critical shortage of researchers skilled and experienced in IDHR? Such needs assessments will help to develop a plan of action for universi-
ties that train and support these researchers, and for agencies that fund them.

These are just some of the questions that should be explored through systematic research on models of IDHR across Canada. It is anticipated that related research questions will be generated as the project evolves.

The assessment was reviewed by all members of the panel on multiple occasions, then by the Canadian Institute of Academic Medicine Executive, and finally by all members of the Canadian Academy of Health Sciences Council. Corrections and suggestions from all these groups were incorporated.
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Holiday Review 2006

Call for submissions

Hilarity and good humour ... help enormously in both the study and the practice of medicine ... [I]t is an unpardonable sin to go about among patients with a long face.

— William Osler

Yes, that’s right, it’s time to send us your creative contributions for CMAJ’s Holiday Review 2006. We’re looking for humour, spoofs, personal reflections, history of medicine, off-beat scientific explorations and postcards from the edge of medicine.

Send your offerings through our online manuscript tracking system (http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/cmaj). Articles should be no more than 1200 words; photographs and illustrations are welcome. Please mention in your cover letter that your submission is intended for this year’s Holiday Review.

The deadline for submissions is Oct. 16, 2006.
This article and other information can be accessed through the Canadian Medical Association Web site www.cma.ca.

Disclaimer:

*Canadian Medical Association assumes no responsibility or liability for damages arising from any error or omission in the text or from the use of any information or advice contained in this material.*
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